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Problenzata et disputationes 

Comments on the paper by Shanov and Kostadinov 
"Configuration of the deep geophysical discontinuities 
beneath the territory of Bulgaria" 

The commented paper provides a new picture of the geophysical surfaces and especiall 
ly, of the thickness of the Earth's crust for the territory of Bulgaria . It illustrates well 
the differencies at the level of Moho , between the structural plan of the Moesian plat
form and of the collage units situated to the south of its margin outlined by D abo v -
ski et al. (1991) . The three big steps in the Moho reach up to that margin and are not 
continuing beneath the platform (fig. 1). The easternmost of these steps has a NE strike 
and an amplitude of about 5-6 km, coincides with the so-called Dobromirci fault bundle 
(defined by no noB et al. , 1972) and separates the East-Rhodope from the Central
Rhodope blocks . Its southernmost part situated between the ultrabasic massifs ~t the 
village of Dobromirci and the railway station of Dzebel has been described by r o-
11 e B (1969), being shown also on the Tectonic map of Bulgaria as a cryptofault (in 
Am.wc HPE , 1973). The projection of the geophys ical step (first order gravity ano
maly) on the Mohorovicic di scontinuity has been also shown by A o c H cp o s et al. 
(1980) and in some of the figures (e. g . 3. 1 and 3. 14) of 11 a q e B (1988). 

The Dobromirci fault bundle is defined in the E ast Rhodope Mts. (0 o noB et 
al., 1972) as a "first-order structure cutting deeply through the Earth's crust and playing 
a prominent role in the tectomagmatic development of the eastern parts of the Rho
dope Mass if". lt is conspicuous within the Precambrian basement ..yhere it was intru
ded al so by ultr abas ic bodi es already mentioned . The fault bundle together with other 
shallower W-E striking faults of the Ardino fault bundle determined during the 
P aleogene the asymmetric char acter of the East -Rhodope Paleogene depression. To 
some extent it played al so a controlling part for the differences in the sedimentation 
and volcanism in the two parts of the depression: the northwestern Borovica part, and 
the southeas tern Mom t ilgrad - - Ardino part. Several Paleogene volcanos and volca
nic areas are al igned along theDobromirci fault bundle: Zli vrah, Ustra, Zvezdel, Dam
balak , Hisar , Perperek. However, its manifestations within the Paleogene sediments 
and volcanics are not frequent, e. g. at the railway station Zelezni vrata, the Ciflik 
fault-fle xure zone, between the villages of Malevo and Dinevo (Haskovo District), 

_southeast of the v illage Orlovo. To the north, in the Upper-Thracian depression, this 
bundle is marked by a big fault (£1 e T K o B, 1961) with seismotectonic importance, 
the epicenters of the earthquakes of 1928, 1947, 1950 and 1960 being situated along it. 
More northerly, the bundle reaches Tvardi ska and Slivenska Stara-planina Mts where 
it is well visible on the surface . 

An important still pending problem is to elucidate kinematically the coincidence 
between the ancient fault structures and the Paleogene faults in such an exotic block 
as the Rhodope region. 

In a number of publications (Be JI 11 e B et al., 1970; 11 o 6 pes, Ill, y K H H, 
1974, etc .) thi s geophys ical step has a N-S s trike. For the time being, no geologic data 
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Fig. I. Geophysical sketch map for a part of Southeast Bulgaria. Angular deformations of go appear 
lxcat¥ of different scales along the abscissa and ordinate axes 

from the surface have been found in support of the presence of a regional fault with this 
strike. The geological evidence quoted hereabove shows that the map of Shanov and 
Kostadinov for this part of Bulgaria (East Rhodope Mts and East Thracian depression) 
probably provides the best explanation for the geologic structure. 
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